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Toward &Perspective on Cultural Communication

Recently, contemporary (Western).interactive life has been under attack.

Two focal points of the criticism seem of,particular relevance tO students

of human communication. First, critics 4aim that, generalTy, contemporary

social and public life is translated into personal or psychological terms

to be meaningfUl. This4rocess, therefore, rendersjwcial communicative

phenomona problematic:1 As Richard Sennett has claimed, "all aocial'phenomena,

no matter how impersOnal in structure, are Converted into mattert of personality

in order to have a me3ning."2 Critics on this theme claim that t e meaning

in and of interactiva life is judged according to individualsl ego ogical

standards. Therefore, communicative meaning in Western life is un erstood

as "a.1matter of personality" or as an individual's cognitiN;a produc ion. If

meaning extends only ai far as the self extends, as critiCs claim, hen, as

J -

a consequence, a sanse of shared identity or cOmmunity suffers. This leads

to a second cri.ggiss of contemporary interactiveolife; Westerners participate

and experience community life as isolates: 3 As such, the privacy of self

conceptions is the focal concern in public interaction. A8 a result, con-
-

temporary interactive life is viewed as an-aggregate of selves, a "pool" of

public people sitp little (if any) sense of community, a batch of self,-concep-

tions with minima), shared identity.

These twO critical themes suggest particular problems for communiaation

study. First, while some meaning is bound to be individualized, idiosykeratic,

and strictly peycholdkical, certainly there are meaninga which are, to a

degree, shared, common, and publiO. Some degree of shared meaning is necessary

for 6ordinated coMmunicative acts. Students of communication need to explore



and underatand the role of shared meaning in contemporary interaction. Commu-

nication inquiry could (and Should) be directed by questions, such is, what

is the role of shared Meaning in a universe of discourse? How is shared

meaning generated and regulated in a community Of discOurse? Second, as .

Sennett has described a'bovement toward inaviduality and self consciousness

has been to some degree, both embraoed and nurtured in contemporary speech.

But, this trend need Mot obscure a complementary role in communication as

individuals identify with groups, organizations, a community, or some other

collective unit. Some collective conversation provides individuais the oppor-

tunity to both affiliata with larger social units an&achieve some sense of.-

shared identity. For communication study, this_suggests the questions; what

. is the role of communication where individuals develop a sense of shared

identity? How is shared identity constituted and reaffirmed in a community of

discourse? Both problems outlined here, shared meaning and shared identity,

seem to be integral aspects of ordinary conversation. While they cdelesce

empirically, they can and should be made analytically distinct. As such,

they need to be addressed and understood by students of human communication.

Inquiri into shared meaning and shared identity may be placed among three

levels of communication systems that seem distinct and complementary as units

for critical analysis.
4 First, one may understand interpersonal communication

as focusing study on the mutual,generation and validation of unique self oon-

ceptions. Second, organizatiOnal comMunication seems to focus inquiry on the

cooperative organizing of individuals in performing a task. Third, the cul-

tural analysis of communiCation, ;:bribed herein, proVides a way to discover,

describe, and explain the generation and re-affOrMation of shared meaning and

Shared identity in communication processes. Therefore,. my major thesis is;

a cultural perspective addi"uniqUe and complementary insights to the study of



communication by focusing inquiry on the degree of shared meaning and the sense

of shared identity constituted in a community of discourse.

This essay stands at the juncture of two distinctive philosophical tra-

ditions, ordtnary lamgUage philosophy and hermeneutic phenomenology.5 Inquiry

--is focused, as in these traditions, on the interpretation of Conversation as

it is practiced in social life: Empirically, this cultural,perspectivetadds

a particular focus to the ethnography of communiCation as a method of describing

and explaining situated ways of speaking and, I would add, maaning.6

The basic move argued for is an inscriptive one (description and inter-

pretation); I agree with Burke "that the most direct route to the study.of

human relations and human motivea is via a methodical inquiry into cycles or

clusters of terms (their meanings) and their functions" (parenthetical comment

added).7 While Burke focuses his study on symbolic activity in general, I

propose a particular focus on a type of symboliclactivity,.the communal con-
-, -

versation, and treat it, as Burke treats symbolic acts, as "a terministic

center from which many related considerations can be shown to 'radiate".8

To discover and explore "cycles of terms"', "terministic centers", cultural

systems, and their functions and forms nscessitates an excercise in description.

- To record a speech community's culture (symbols and meanings) a systematic

theory of description is essential. While this essay argues for a particular

slant in communication research focusing on cultural structures, functions, and

forms, the interested reader should complement this perspective with a kdow-

ledge.of ethnOgraphic descriptioninscription. The perspective presented here

focuses the general move of ethnographic description.9

At,the onset, it is important to clarify thii cultural perspective as.

. .

socially or intersubjectively based and distinct from those that ate cogni-

tively based. The Ideational (as opposed to symbolic) approach defines cul-
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ture as "the things one needs to know in order to meet the standards of others,"

10
or as a system of shared knowledge. This approach can be characterized as

drawing a parallel between cultural anthropology and transformation]al genera-

.

tiVe grammar, Specifically by identifying.culture as competence and (communi-

cative) behavior as performance. The focus 1n the ideational approach, there-

fore, is placed on an individual's knowledge-Competence rather than their

performance. Defined as such, cultural analysis analytically reduces commu-

nicative behavior to illusive cognitive structUres.11 Defined symbolically,

as in this eSsay, cultural analysis is informed by and directed to socially

constituted communication conduct.

I have also avoided referring to the perspective -outlined here as a

semantic one for most semantic analyses orient to "the systematic_study.of

the meanings of words and-the. role.of these meanings in cognitive systems"

(emphasis added).12 Whereas, the unit Of analysis in formal semantic studies,

such as ethnoscieoce, is,normally aword or lexeme (and its attendant component0,13

the unit of analysis in cultural'studies, as outlined here, is a shared system

of symbolic meanings. While the former treats wOrd meaning as linear and
,sc

catlaal, the latter treats symbols and meanings as systemic and functional.

The difference in approaches is a aubtle and significant one.

The purpose of this essay is to explicate culture as an analytic construct

or abstraction which reduces communication to 1) an intersubjeCtively consti-

tuted symbolic system that 2) structures a degr4e of shared meaning while

3) re-affirming and negotiating'a Bente of,shared identity. I win begin ,

with a specifiCatIon amd discussion of four assumptions about communication

which underly a cultural perspectlre. Next, I will define what I mean by culture

as an analytic construct. Then, I will define cultural structures and discuss

their function in regulating and generating a degree of shared meaning in

6
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communidation., Finally, I will examine three prevalent communicative forms

where cultural structures are manifested and where individuals confirm and

negotiate a group's sense of shared identity. This is not a modest goal, yet I

write with hope that the thoughts presented 'here will contribute td-(or stimu-
,

late)(5

.

n understanding of cultural comtunication conduct.

Cultural CommunicatiOn and ComMunication TheorY

jhe view argued for in this eSsay presents culture as an abstraction from ,

and ingredient in communication conduct. While the view focuses attention on

the Shared symbolic meanings in discoUrse; it also presupposes and implicates

a transactional perspective of communication phenomena. In this section, I will

sketch four assumptions which underlie the
cultural perspective and provide the

theoretical foundation for observationally adequate descriptions and explan-

ations of communication conduct.

First, communication processes are understood, here, as intersubjectively

generated and regUlated phenomena. The functions). elements in thie first assump-

tion, the generative, regulative,and unifying functions, are discussed below.

Theintersubjective element of this first assumption focuses inquiry on commu-

nication as it fUnctions in a given socio-cultural system, between people.

As an intersubjective phenomena, the "said" of discourse i a matter of "co-

being", "sociality", or mitsein, to borrow Heidegger's often neglected term.14

Communication stUdy, as proposed here, focuses on that inektricable bond, the

mutUal turning-toward-other, the shared aspect of discursive experience.
2.0

Alfred Schutz has said:



From the outset, we, the aCtors on the social scene, experience

the world we live in as a world both of'nature and of culture,

not as a private but as in intersubdective one, that is, as a

world commori to all og us, either actuallY given or potentially

aCcessible to:everyone; and this involves intercommunication and

language.15

Presupposing intersubjectivity focuses attention on that'symbolic system that

is comMon to us and is generated and regulated, tetween people, communiCatively.

Defined as such, communication is presented as a social process rather thah

a cognitive product. Communication processes are viewed, primarily, as a matter

of intersubjective convention, not subjective intention.

Secendly, the cultur4-iierspective presented here presupposes communication

as a symbolic activity, largely verbal. By symbolic, I mean any activity

(gesture, word use, a type of language use) which has, essentially, a dual

aspect in that its use is both 1) expressive as it occurs in a context and

2) evocative as it prescribes for an event or act a particular context (accor-

ding to the history of the symbol'=i; use). In other words, communication as

symbolic action is contextualized and, at the same Utile, contextualizes;

bolic activity is studied, culturallY, as it occurs fn a context and in what it,:

brings to a context. For example, consider the utterance, "Let's have coffee",

which may be (and usually isYdescribed in a coniext as it fulfills a commu-

nicative funCtion, such as an invitation. By treating the act aymbolically,

the cultural analyst also examines what particular context is discursively*

preferred or prescribed by the utterance, "Let's have coffee"; what conven-

tional quality or relation is constituted in the Utterance? F%instahoe, "Let's

have coffee", may discursively evoke a comMunicative event in ritual form, and
A

fulfill a unifying function while prescribing a context as "relaxing," "normal c'



chit-chat," and a "breaktrom the normal routine." The distinctibn in the sym-

bolic aspect is one between A general nroduction,in a context and a particular

design for a context; the former refers to communicatioi-as it is performedtin

a,context, the latter refers to communication as it constitutes 4-context fh

its performance; both are essential -aspects in treating commUnication as sym-

bolic activity.16

Kenneth Burke has claimed; "the peculiarly human trait is the ability to

deal with symbols about symbols. Man acquires conventional symbol-systems."17

Human communication, defined symbolically, involves that conventional system,

particularly those shared meanings as they affect and design communal discourse.

It is the goal'of the cultural analyst to disclose and explaercommunication

conduct--aymbolically--as it is performed and to interpTe the situated and

particular experiences that are constituted in its performance.

A third assumption I make is; human communication functions, in part, by

constituting a community of meanings. The role of meaning and shared understand-
.

ing in human interaction has been described by a prominent symbolic.anthropol-

ogists

Social action...implies common Codes of communication; it entails

generalized relationships among its parts mediated by, human

understanding. That one tut cap have consequences for another

is not only alUnction of the affects of that acts it is a*.lao a

function of the 4nesninK which that act has for the persons involved.18

(As one cOmmitnicates, one institutes and invokes a system of meaning surrounding

'tile symbolic act. One relies on the meanings common to one!s group to help

make an act coherent and mutually intelligible. Through cOMmunicating, one

resides in a particular community of symbolic meaning8.
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The point here is to specify that communication conduct is,.to a degree,

goVerned by an intersubjective understanding of what is meaningful. 'Cultural

analysts do not claim that meaning is exclusively intersubjective (though it it

near so) or that all intetsubjective communication is meaningfUl. aertainly

-there are intersubjective interactions which are less than meaningful Yet,

the cultural perspectlire is concerned with that system of communication behavior

which is governed by an intersubjective understanding of what is meaningful.

To reiterate an earlier point, coMmunicative meaning is primarily, systemic and

functional,'not linear or causal.

Finally, I assume that human communication, composed of symbolic meanings,

forMs a basis for community or a sense of shared identity. If meanings are

constituted as a part of communicative conduct and communicative conduct is an

intersubjective phenomenon, then meaningeare, in-some degree, intersubjective;

as such they are a Matter of social and communicative practice that constitute,

for a group of people, a sense of community or shared identity. While discus-

sing the interpretation of meaning in human behavior, Charles Taylor empha-

sizes the communal aspect of shared meaning.

ComMon meanings are the basis of community. Intersubjective

meaning gives a people a common language to talk about social

reality and a common Understanding of certain norms, but only

with common meanings does this colmon reference world contain

significant common actions, celebrations, and feelings.

These are objects in the world that everybody shares. This

is what Makes community.19

In a community of conversation one practices a type of public interaction. .

through a repertoire of tribal idioms. In the process, o e invokes a shared

system of peanings that forma the batis of community and provides a sense of

Shared identity.
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The above presuppositions of the communication process are the grounds of

alsocio-cultural perspective on communication. When combined, human communication

is defined as an intersubjectively generate4 and regulated symbolic activity.

(largely verbal). whiCh functions, in 22EI, bx constituting a public system of

meanings "that provides a sense of shared identity or dommunity,.

Culture as an Analytic Oonstru4t

In this 'Section I will essay what I mean by cultur+s an analytic construct.

In the process, I will discuss Several features Ohich are central to an under-

standing of cultural ommunication. I wileicoceed by discussing culture as

1) an irreducible analytic construct consisting of 2) a shared system of sym-

bols and meanings which occur in 3) highly specific forms and are 4) historically

grounded.

Firstvand foremost, I agree with David Schneider in defining culture as

an "irreducible analytic construct."20 To reduce cultural commUnication to any

other system wOuld obscure cUltural phenomena. This is not to say that culture

operates independently of other systems, for example psychological ones. It,

is to say that I assume the cultural system, constituted in communication, may

be studied on its own and should be studied for its own sake.

In an often quoted phrase, Clifford Geertz has said "that man is an animal

suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun," and Geertz takes "mil-,

ture to be those webs.
al For students of communication, those "webs of signi-

22
ficance" can be translated into a shared "systei of symbols and meanings.

"

When I discuss culture as a shared system of'symbols and meanings, I intend

that beth symbols and Meanings are, to a degree, comMon and public. It is

'important to'stress that both symbols and meanings are common and public.

Meanings, as well as symbols, are constituted in social life, especially in



communication. Wittgenstein has claimed, and I agree, that "nothing is more

wrong-headed than calling meaning a mental activity.
23 Perhaps Geertz makes

the ptrint most sidply when he argUes, !dulture is public because meaning.i

Ay deciding that'm&n's webs,of significatce" are a shared system of symbols and

meanings, I implicate particular vocabulary or sharedsystem of symbolic

meanin7g-in Which, people communicate. While the remainder of this paper develops

this idea, it should be repeated that a cultural analyst reduces communication to

shared system of symbols and meanings.

In any setting where speech is prescribed or epOropriate, it is critical that

one acquires or has Ihe ability to acquire its cultural Or symbolic meaning. By

culture I do not mean Bode EgatEll notion, but highly EREILL codes of

symbolic meaning. All people can learn diverse and complex things. What is of

interest here is the human capacity to develop highly specific conceptual sys-

tems; sysems Ve learn in order to'coordinate.our lives. Mountain goats traVerse
0.

cliffs, cougars prowl at night, grizzlies hibernate in winter; these are biologic-

ally programmed behaviors conditioned by external stimuli. People learn fram,

and with, others, how to perform a role, how to climb mountains, or how to praise

a common good under the direction of shared'symbolic systems which lend a particular

organization to what Appear to be limitless human abilities. ThroUgh speaking, we'

constitute and learn a shared arrangement of concepts and premises which are

situated in highly particular systems of symbolic meaning.

In addition to occurring in highly particular ways, a cultural systet should

also be Understood as "aJO historically trantmitted pattern of meanings embodied'

in symbols, a system of inherited -conceptions expressed ih symbolic forms by

twain of which melt communitate,13erpetuate and develop their knowledge about

and attitudes toward life."25 Culture, so defined, provides a tradition in a

way of "sensemaking". Through situated Ways of speaking, people generate

12



and perpetuate certain concepts, 'premises, valuta, lieliefs, and attitudes about

tbeir "place" in the world. "That highly particular "place" is constituted by

a tastory of cultural codes in communication. As one sylbolic (semiotic)

anthropologist has claimed; culture organizes an understanding of "the nature

of the uniyerse and man's place in it."26 Culture is that abstraction, those

shared-sistems of Symbolic meaning, which dbnstruct historically grounded and -

highly partitular,views of the world thorollgh shared codes-in communjation

conduct.

Imagine,for

terms arS.notned

-
a moment, av4fRearing A conversation in which, several "foreign"

0

such as, "ding", "bile stiff", "working stiff", "airedale",

"mission stiff", and "nose diver".
27 Pondering at some length over the terms

may give little,' if any, hint.to.theik significance or meaning.r,,,,,Apperently,

\5-
most peo le do not share the catural system which speaksin these terms and

lack of placing this speech in a conceptuel framework. .These particular_

.terms happen to tkkaf great importance to those who use them for they constitute

the group's shared terms of iderlity. Being a "loling," "bindle stiff," "working

stiff," 7iiredale," "mission stif411" ar "nose diver" is to be a specific type
0

ortraqp. Without sharinga cultural system, the terms are interpreted .

ar understood aeincohereriCar orderless which signifies a cultural distancing

1

or nee4-of "interculfal negptiattnli," ReOgnizing and analyzing this type of

shared code, its function, aniaitendant form, is to embrace and interpret Ipe

communal or cultural aspect in commUnication copduct.n
In summary, a cultural analysieduces communication to a-shared\syseem

of sNmbols and meanings which occurs in highly spebific forms and is historically

grounded. While a system of symbols and meanings may appear, on the surface,

'boillh readily accessible and easily-under6bod, it is the goal of the cultural

S7

analyst to Search the particular:ways of speaking and the historical sense ofi

meaning in each communicAtive pergprmance. The above features should indicate

A .
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the scope ar doMain of cultural communiAtivelphenomena. Yet, how does one

begin a cultural analysis? IOne point of departure is the analysis of cultural

structures in communication.

Cultural Structures-1n CommuniCation

One of the tenets of this paper is: any community of conversation may be

-;---

analytiCally reduced to a shared system of symbols and meanings. Cultural commu-

nication, therefore, "cons of s cially established structUres of meaning."28

In this section I will outlin ye phases im 4he,analysis of cultural structures

and discuss two communicative functions, the regulative and generative, where
(,

cultural structuree are manifested.

,Cultural structures, or shared arrangements of symbolic meaning, are

observable in any communicative abt and may be interpreted or analyzed in five

general phases. First, the analyst may choose a culturally significant unit

(a,sy,mbol,or a concept, a premise, a gesture, a type of language use) which

occurs in a given corpus of communication, in an instance of a community of

discourse. For exalle, in an intimate group terms such as "love", "care",
4r.

"telf", "personality", "family" may be candidates. In an organization, terms

like "productivity", "work", "job", "profit", may assume central Importance.

In a community, one may notice "neighbors", "friends", "those from around here",

"the fair", "corn" and so on to be central concepts in talk. Given a seletted

universe of diebourse and guided by a pringipled research stance,'the analyst,

then, chooses a culturally significant unit for analysis. Next, s/he examines

instandes of the use of expressions relevant to the unit being studied. A search

is Made for expressions which define the unit. This results in a clustering

It

of associated terms or radiants of the unit whtch begin to structure the unit's

4
shared communicative meaning.

29 Third, the 'unit, if appropriate, is analyzed
4>
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according to its agons or oppositions. The cultural analyst may entertain the

/ questions what opposes or conflicts with this unit? Identifiable opposing units

are analyzed, 'then, referring to their clustering of associated terms. Fourth,

a' search is made for arbitrary cause and effect relations. his responds to

the question; what leads to what in this universe of discourse? The attempt

here is to trace "if, then" talking. For instance, "if-Susan:goes to beauty

school, we can expect her to keep dating Bob," "if we hire Jane, she will ignite

this place," or "whenBob is Ilected, the complexion of this town will change."'

The analyst Ikplores and examines the sequential terms, or systematically re-

curring causal patterns, evidenced in a community of discourse.30 Finally,

ons attempts to place the units in a hierarchical arrangement aCcording to cul- 01

tural actors' assessments of their value or moral weight as they relate to other

culturally significant units. The analysis yields a particular patt!prof gym-

:bolic meaning, permeated with opposition, arranged seqUentially, and mediated

by its hierarchical design.

As a shared system of symbols and meanings, culturei provides an ordering

or structuring,of conceptions in any given corpus of speech. While these struc-
. .

tures have received various labels such as reci 32 webs,33 causal maps,34 *

and terministic screens,35 I prefer to call them cultural or communicative

codes extracted from and functioning in a shared aystem of symbolic meaning.

Communicative gado may be considered functionally as cultural actors

regulate and/or generate symbolic meaning. Wbile the regulative and generative

functions of cultural codes may be made analytically distinct, they coalesce

empirically as each complements and influences the other. Now, I will dispas

and illustrate how these two functions orient to' and utilize shared cultUral

codea in communication.
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The regulative function. All judgmenta, claims of,relevance and so on

presuppose a context or "place" to which and in-which the claim resides. To

argqe that-allacts of communication must be appropriate oi relevant to theitopic

discussed (or general area of concern) is to make a,universal and general claim,-

which lacks contextual specificity. If one is uncertain or ignorant of what

-
counts as "relevant" in a particular context of conversation, then 41a0 is, at

once, culturally and communicatively incompetent. Judgmenta of relevance,
_-

appropriateness, coherence, meaningful-ness and so II/6th reside in a cultural-
,

function in Communication. Specifically, one asiect of cultural communication

/-

may be understood as it regulates judgments .of relevance, coherence, and appro-

priateness through the coordination of symbolic meaning.-

%

,Ocurtrooms often provide an arena in which one meaningfully defines an

event by regulating the language or teams (cultural units) used in accounting

for the event; therefore, consider the 1975 Edelin trial in which Edeliri, an

obstetrician-gynecologist, was convicted of manslaughter in connection with

a late abortion. Much of the trial consisted in arguing of the proper code

(symbol and meaning) used in communicating abbut the "resUlt of Pregnancy.fl

-* Terms such ,as "child"_, "fetus", "subject", "baby", "products of conception",

"blob", "big bunch of mucus", "person", "embryo" and so on were discussed re-

garding their appropriateness as the "result of pregnancy". The jury agreed

that the cultural or eonceptual system in which to "place" the "aborted material" .

was that of ',Person", "male child" and :paby boy". Locating the "result of

pregnancy" in this cultural structure resulted in convicting Edelin of Man-

A,

slaughter.)w As thla example illustrates, particular terms and their meanings

were negotiated regarding the "result of-Pregnancy". One way to interpret.and

explain this court-rOom,interaction is to analyze the cultural structures

(terms,/associated terms, oppositional terms, sequential terms, and hierarchical
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ariangeMent of terms) that are Manifested there. In the processr the analyst

may, understand how such culturf codes regulate judgments of appropriateness

a9d coherence in a community of discourse. Seen this way, communal converse.

tion functions, discursively, by regulating Moral choices of coherence and

order. In Making such choices, people regulate, by-negotiating and re-affirming,

a particular construction of symbolic reality.

The generative function. In discourse, one may create novel-conceptions

(symbolic meanings) baSed in and referring to the con4entional symbolic systeM.

Recently Campbell has-discussed "metaphorizing" Ricoetir and Aristotle)

as a spaken style which functions to generate (a)new conception(s) by creating

rifts in the conventional conceptual system.37 Through metaphor, novel concepts

are created by, simultaneously,-affirming traditional aspects of symbol use and

'inviting new interpretations. In metaphorizing, reality is redefined and re-

described (generating symbolic meaning) when listeners are asked to, simultane-

ously, recall a conventional meaning of a symbol (or more specifically_a text)

and align it a new way. In the process the cultural system is at once reaf.L

-firmed and redefined. As symbolic meanings are successfally altered ar.created,

they are stated in referencceto the existing system of meaning.
38 In short,--

cultural communication may be understood as it generates symbolic meaning by;

simultaneously, reaffirming and redefining the existing conceptual system.

As an example I will describe, if you will, a job I haaseveral summers ,

ago as a'tour guide in a national park. I worked for an organizatiqn which

catered, primarily, to retired park visitors. As 'the summer progressed our

staff created special codes referring to our clientelle. We talked fondly and

privately about our,ratired park visitors as "raisins", invoking the age and

texture iMpl4ed by the conventional use of that term. Our convertible tour-

Nsees were dubbed sun maids" associating them with a well-known brand-name
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'of raisins. When a tour bus would deliver a group of "raisins" or visitors to

out restaurants, the event was called a "raisin ruSh".. lots a persOn responsible

for guiding the "raisins" through this western park, I became a "raisin wrangler'''.

By referring to a shared cultUral system we could generate these codes, in our

tan, to make mutually intelligible the focus of our work duties. And to be sure,

as the codes were instituted, they regulated our work talk and unified staff.

By referring :to conventional cultural structures insight into novel, commu-

nicative acts may be gained. Creative communicative codes may be interpreted

and analypod (perhaps eVen designed) as they invoke and re-arrange, therefore

metaphoricallygenerate, symbolic'meaning. The cultural-analyst, interested in

the generation of communiCative codes, examines the codes as they draw from,

re-organize, and add to a shared systei of symbolic meaning.

In summary, I have argued that an aspect of hUman communication involving

'some degree of shared meaning may be productively discovered, described, and

explained by reducing a community of discourse to, cultural structures.39 A

fiver-step Method for ana,zing cultural Structures waS suggested. It involves

1) locating a culturally significant unit(s), or symbol(s), in a community of

discourse, 2) searching for associated terms relevant to the unit being studied,

3) when appropriate, identifying apposing terms, 4) exploring the discourse for

relevant sequential tes or recurring causal patterns, and 5) placing the

units in a hietarchiCal arrangement according to their moral value or weight.-

Finally, cultural structures were discussed as performing regulative and gen-

erative functions in communal conVersation.

18



Some Forme of Cultural Communication

Communicative forms result as cultural structuresjand functions combine

in commUnal conversation. Cultural discourse not only regulates and generates

the fundamental structures or content(symbols and meanings) of a particular

group, but also occurs ip particular forms. Although cultural structures and

functional performances differ from place to place, there are discernitae

communicative forms which i.e-affimm and negotiate a sense of shared identity.

Three forMs discussed here as thei fashion a cultural system through unifying

cultural participants, are ritual, myth, and social drama.4° .

Ritual, as a communication form, occurs, quintessenAally, as a structured

sequence of symbolic acts which'provides a coOperative way to solve common

problems,'often by paying homage to a sacred object. In other words, a commu-

nication event designed to solve a peopleqi shared probleis by honoring a sacred

object occurs in.ritual'form. In a recent analysis of American culture Katriel

and Philipsen have described the "communication" ritual. The fodUs in this

ritual are the problems which a "self" is experiencing, ,and hor they are managed

in tome American speech. The purpose of this ritual is to diso3ve the "problem"

by validating the focal participant's view of the/problem and their self-concept.

Those who participate in the communicationritual are considered by the initiator

to be intimates and, therefore, part of the problem Snd its resolution. They

claim the following sequence forma this rituals

r,

Initiation--getting together and talking of a problem

2) Acknowledgement--focusing energy on the initiator's problem

3) NegOtiation--the initiator discloses about the problem and

is open to change as others'empithize, nonjudgmentally
a

4) Reaffirmation--mediatingSand resolving any discord

19
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The ritual occurs in a private setting where talk is the focus.41 Participating

in this ritual orients to a self's problem which is an instance in the class

of problems all American's face. In the process the sacred object, the self,

is honored and validated.

As a communication form, ritual functions, priiarily, to regulate activity

surrounding common problems and unifies itdividuals through their aligned per-

form-1de: %Jae performance is normally effectively imbued and governed by a

restricted or rigid code-of unspoken consensus. As such, ritual is the solidi-

fication of common rules in di"scOuise, essential for soCial order, and utilized

in a groUp's solving common problems often by honoring a sacred objeCt.42

Rituals, therefore, provide us with 1) models of what to believer what to cele-

brate, as evoked by the cultural structures in the event, and 2) models for be-

lieving by establishing-the aViropriate sequencing of ,symbOlic acts.3

Myth, as a communication form occurs within a looser texture of symbolic

t,

meaning. A myth is a great symbolic narrative which represents the pity and

exclusiveness of those who arti,pulate, accept, or respect it. If a ritual's

symbolic meaning stems, primarily, from a structuring pf symbolic acts in which

to per-foiM, then a mytges byMbolic meaning Teaults from a community's-explain-

ing a s'ense of life to themselves; it provides a type of cultural "uni-form",

a shared means to order or shape coherence. A-recent analysis hy Daniel and

Smitherman, "Communication Dynamics in the Black Community", articulates a

traditional Afiican World.View.44 In their report, the great symbolic narra-

tive of the traditional Black is formulated; a particular system of symbolic

meaning is specifiedi They says

The conception is that of a dynamic, hierarchical.unity between

the spiritual and material aspects of life. Specifically,

there is a unity between God, man, and nature, with God
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serving as the head of the hierarchy. God it followed by lesser

deities, spirits, man, other forms of life, and things.- Man re-

sides in the middle of the hierarchy, and as such, he is composed

of both a spiritual and material'self...the fundamental sense of

causation being spiritual."

These students of Black life see this narrative or myth most clearly in the

call-response ritual of the traditional Black church which, they claim, is

the sustenance of the culture and comMunication process of African-Americans.

Myths need not declare a fully-developed world view. One need only

observe several television advertisements to discern an American myth of beauty,

yr several prime-time serials and daily newspapers to see how violence is ,ex,-

plained, or survey some popular movies for the mythic expression of interper-
-r

sonal relations and communication.

A myth is that great symbolic narrative we use to explain a sense of

ourselves to ourselves. As a communication fort,,myih provides symbolic maps

for human groupt,shared perceptions of sem4ment, systems of folk beliefs.

The mythical narrative provides an informal logic of its own which is accessible '

to and in the cpmmunal conlOrsatiot. Myths, as they are-spoken or sylbolically

1

acted, translate common aspirations and'fears into mutually intelligible sequences.

Through myth, a cultural integrity is cultivated, a semse of unity is articulated

and respected ass particular system of symbols and meanings is adopted in,'or

adapted to, the culturalparticipants.

Social drama, as a communication farm, is processual. Social dramas occur

in an-arena where actors orient to tparticular problem Or misuse in the sym-
.

bolic system and, therefore, negotiate, transform, and/or reaffirm the commu-

nity's cultural standards. While-ritual and AY th occur as somewhat restricted

21



forMs, social drama manifests a more elaborated form. Victor Turner has dis-

cussed social drama as unfolding, generally, in four phases; breach; crisis;

rLressive action; re-integration or recognition of schism." Initially,,a

breach occurs, a violation of a cultural code. Following the breach, a phase of

crisii ensUes in which cOMmunity member's symbolic activity orients and attends

to the violation. After the crisis, some rbdressive'action occurs when the

violator or his/her representative explains the violation by placing it within

the cultural system, by assigning it a particular sense of coherence or sym-

bolic meaning. Fifially, the violator is reintegrated into the community or a

social schism is recognized. Throagh these or similar phases, the communal con-

versation negotiates and confirms the moral boundaries of interpersonal l4e.

Court-room scenes, as the Edelin trial' discussed above, provide illustrations

of social drama as a communiCative form. Social drama, therefore, is essential

to communal life for it provides the arena in which to change, redefine oi

reaffirm the community's moral charter.

In sumhary, rituill forms a unifying symbolic sequence where cultural par7

ticipants coordinate performance and celebrate the sacred; myth provides a power-

ful symbolic story which explains a sense of shared identity to be cultivated,

,potentially, by all group members as a type of cultural "uniform"; social drama

Provides the for4herein violations are recognized and negotiated as the commu-
,

nity's moral boundaried are reaffirmed or redefined. Undoubtedly there are

other cultural forms, yet with these,three, ritual,, myth, and social drama, a

community of discoUrse may be interpreted and Understood as it embraces and/or

negdtiates a sense of shared identity.

The performance of cultural communicatil:fe forms implies alfandamentafty,

regnant or unifYing fUnction. Whenever the above, and similar, forms occur
,

4with reasonable success there is a unification t hr h the'discursive force of

22
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+shared cUltural codes. Through this ability, individUals produce a sense of

4

shared identity, affiliate with one another Or group of others. Initiating

and recognizing these.communicative forms helps individuals reaffirm an identity

with particular" groups (or others). In this Sense, cultural communicative

forms provide a regnant or unifying function f r individuals.

I should make clear that culture as a unifying (as well as regulating

and generating) function is,observable and analyzable,at many soCial levels.

The function may implicate a culturegenerallyisuch as American culture. In

a recent analysis of symbolic Wein American Culture, Vsrenne has argued

,that three units, individualism, community and love, function together by uni-

fiing Americans in speech.
47 Varenne argues that talk of individualism often

revolves around the term, "self", emphasizing psYohological uniqueness, volun-

,)tary choice and personal identity; community, on the other hand, is communi-

cated with terms such as "everybody" and emphasizas unity, universality and

common purpose; love is spoken of as "happiness" and is a result of a satisfac-

tory mediation Or synthesis of individualism (self) and community (everybody).

Analyzing talk in this way is to interpret an interactive unity that Americans

."

share; it is to understand an American sense.of shared identity.

On a less general level, Katriel and Philipsenjave examined the cultural

48
category, "communication", as it is used in some American speech. To claim

a need to "communicate" is to call upon the cultural resources of others in

particular ways, namely, to be "open",,"supportive",t"real" and to "really

talk". Those who recognize and orient to this Use oil"communication" (and

associated terms) demonstrate a comMonality in sharing a cultural category,

"communiCation". Katriel and Philipsen argue that theSe Arnericans comprise .

a significant part of American culture in their Use and\performance of the-

cultural unit, "communication". The "communication" code Constitutes a unifying

cultural function by affirming a commonality or shared identity in some

American speech.
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The unifYing function in cultural communication is also evidenced on a

micro-level it the use of personal idioms which appear to promote cohesiveness,

49
closeness and pair-bonding in intimate relationships. By initiating codes

which are used and mutualliintelligible within smaller groups (intimate couples,

l'amily groups) only, one emphasizes and capitalizes on the unifying function

in this particular group's cultural communicetion.5°

Given any group with which one identifies, be it a dyad, family, organi-

zation or nation, through a communal conversation is constituted a particular

set of codes which produce'and affirm each member's identificetion with the

group. In this sense,-cultural communication functions by unifying Individuals,

educing a shared identity.

I should note that the unifying function may be used as a distancing

mechanism. One may wish tp exclude certain individuals from talk by Using a

particular cUltural code which those individuals you'd not uhderstand-yet

others, whom one wishes to include,, would understand. As a result, cultural

communication unifies those who share the communicative code and distances or

exclUdee those who do not.

I began this section by stating that, communicative forms result as cultural

structures and funCtions combine in tommUnal conversation. It is important to

xeiterate this point !;0, 6mph-easing that an analysis of cOMmunicative forms

necesSitates an inquisition into cultural structures. In summarizing, I will.

state this section's major point, which 1st an analysis of cultural communi-

cation may be guided by at least three forms, ritual, myth, and social drama.

Each form, I claimed, is compoSed of Certain eymbolic:sequences and structures

1 that constitute a sense of unity or shrd identity in interactive life.

I argued that these forms are observable at several levels, from dyadic to

societal, or wherever individUals share a common interactive life.



kenneth Burke hats stated, while introducing his "theory of entitlement",

that verbal spirits, orassendes, may be derived from "the forms of language

and from the group motives that language possesses by reason, of its nature as

a social product".
51 By recognizing and interpreting a. group's symbolic forms

a sophisticated understanding of the community's conversation and motivation

may be enhanced. The analysis of catural communicatiVe forms, may be utilized

in several ways. As Ceertz sayst

one can start anywhere in a culture's repertoire of forms

and end up anywhere else. One can stay within a single, more

or less bounded form, and circle steadily within it. One can

move between forma in search of broader unities Or informing

contrasts. .0ne can even compare forms from different cultures

to define their character in reciprocal-relief. But whatever

level at which one operatesi and however intricately, the guiding

principleis the sames societies, like lives, contain their own

interpretations.52

'And those interpretations,-I might add, reside in cultural communicative

behavior, its structures and its attendant forms.

Conclusion 4.
In this paper, I:have proposed two problems, shared meaning and.shared

identity, as 'relevant in and rich for coMmunication inquiry. By advancing a

cultural perspecire of communication, and defining culture as a communicatively

constituted analytic construct, I attempted to show 1) how an analysii; of cul-

tural structures, as well as regulative and generative functions, yields an

understanding of ahared meaning in communication, and 2) how an analysis of

communicative forms such as ritOal, myth, and social drama *ovide an inaight

411*
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into hew indiViduals unite, qr acquire a sense of shared identity.

While any individual in a conteXt is bound to certain idiosyncracies

which he ar she alone may recognize, it is the goal of the cultural analyat

of communication io locate, interpret, and explain those gArtemptic patterns

"of aymbolic meaning which individuals share. Discovering and!describing these

components in the communication process allow for the recognition,and culti-

vation of the communal sense,in speech; a sense which many critics's& contem-

porary interactive life fear has died. If individuals validate self unique-

ness through interpersonal communication and band together to perform a Common
.

task in organizational communication, then they constitUte and reaffirm a:sense

of shared meaning and identity throu0 cultural communication. It is the pal-

of the cultural perspective to conttibute to communicative knowledge by em-'

bracing, analyzing, and understanding the-shared codes in which people con-

stitute, negotiate, and reaffirm a sense of shared meaning and identity in

contemporary interactive life.

\N
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